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ARCH. MATH. 4, SCRIPTA FAC SCI. NAT. UJEP BRUNENSIS, 
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ON THE INFINITESIMAL GEOMETRIC OBJECTS 
OF SUBMANIFOLDS 

IVAN KOLAft, Brno 

(Received January 1, 1973) 

As a further development of the invariant method of investigation for submanifolds 
of homogeneous spaces by £. Cartan, some authors (in particular S. P. Finikov 
and his disciples) have applied a natural modification of this method for finding 
of infinitesimal invariants and infinitesimal relative invariants of submanifolds. 
Though they have investigated only concrete situations, we can observe that their 
evaluations have the following general form. Besides the "variations with respet to 
the secondary parameters" of some functions, one also finds the corresponding 
variations of a basis of the principal forms and then proceeds in the same way as 
in the case of the usual (or "finite") invariants. Since we feel such a "classical" 
approach to be unsatisfactory from theoretical point of view, we present an intrinsic 
explanation of this algorithm. Moreover, the present state of the theory of geometric 
objects of submanifolds, [10], [3], [7], enables us to treat arbitrary infinitesimal 
geometric objects of submanifolds. We conclude with a detailed discussion of a clas
sical example from our point of view. Since we use a specialization of frames in the 
example, we also add a general remark to an aspect of this procedure. 

Our considerations are in the category C00. The standard terminology of the theory 
of jets is used throughout the paper, cf. [3], [6]. 

1. Consider the fibre bundle Km(M) of all regular contact m1-elements on a diffe-
rentiable manifold M, m < n = dim M. Taking into account that every £ e Km X(M) 
is naturally identified with an m-dimensional subspace T(£) of TX(M), we define 

(1) VKm(M) = {(v, 0 e T(M) 0 Km(M); v e T(£)}, 

where e means the fibre product over M. The space VKm(M) can be considered 
either as a vector bundle over Km(M) of fibre dimension m or as an associated fibre 
bundle of the symbol (M, yn

m, L\, H\M)), where yn
m = VKmt0 (R") (i.e. the fibre of 

VKm(Rn) over 0 e R"), cf. [1]. Further, let Km(M) be the fibre bundle of all contact 
mr-elements on M and let p'r : Km(M) -• Km(M), s <; r, be the jet projection. Then 
we set 

(2) VKm(M) -= {(v, £) e T(M) e Km(M); v e t^ t f ) )}-
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Even this space can be considered either as a vector bundle over Km(M) of fibre 
dimension m or as an associated fibre bundle of the symbol (M, VKm 0(R

n), Un, Hr(M)). 
If S is an rn-dimensional submanifold of M, then we have a natural injection T(S) <= 
c VK^(M), v -> (v, kr

n(v)S), where rj : T(M) -> M is the bundle projection and k^S 
means the contact mr-element determined by S at a point x e S. 

Remark 1. Quite analogously, one can treat the tangent vectors of higher order. 
Let Tr(M) be the bundle of all tangent vectors of order r on M. (In particular, we 
recall the exact sequence 

(3) 0 -> Tr~ \M) - Tr(M) - SrF(M) -> 0 

established by Pohl, [12].) Let £ = XUm e Km X(M), where X is an mr-velocity on M 
at x. Since X is an r-jet of Rm into M with source 0 and target x, it determines a linear 
mapping X* : Tr

0{Rm) -> Tr
x(M). One sees directly that the subspace X:4e(F0'(R

m)) c: 
c= Tr(M) is well determined by £, i.e. it does not depend on the choice of a represen
tative X of t;; we shall denote this subspace by t r(0- Then we define 

VsKm(M) = {(v, 0 e T\M) ® Km(M); v e xs(p
s
r(0)}-

Obviously, it is VKm(M) = ^ K ^ M ) . In the differential geometry of submanifolds, 
the higher order tangent vectors are sometimes investigated in such a way, that the 
vectors of Tr(M) are transformed by (3) into the elements of SrT(M). In this special 
case, the following method of investigation can be applied. However, we do not see 
any "natural" invariant algorithm for the higher order tangent vectors in the general 
case. 

2. To clear some fundamental ideas up, we shall start with an auxiliary consider
ation. The tangent bundle T(M) of M is an associated fibre bundle of the symbol 
(M, Rn, Ll

n, H\M)), so that one has a relative image map ^ : H\M) © T(M) -> Rn, 
see [5]. This mapping is in the following close relation to the canonical form 0 of 
H\M), [2], [4]. Let n : H\M) -+ M be the bundle projection. Then its differential 
TT* : T(H\M)) -• T(M) together with the bundle projection v : T(H\M)) -> H\M) 
determine a mapping k : T(H\M)) -> H\M) © T(M), k(v) = (y(v), n*(v)). 

Lemma 1. The following diagram commutes 

e 
Rn ^ T(H\M)) 

(4) Л 

H Ҷ М ) ø T ( J Ю 

Proof. If ueH\M) and v e TU(H\M)\ then 0(v) = «_,(7t#(t))) by definition 
of 0 . On the other hand, if we Tx(M), then n(u, w) = M_ 1(W) by definition of //. 

Hence n(X(v)) = n(u, n,(v)) = H ' V * ^ ) ) = 0(v), QED. 
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Let Kn\m = Km,ovRrt) a n d l e t Kim c K»\m be the subspace of all elements trans
versal with respect to the canonical projection p : Rw -• Rm. On K^, there are 
natural coordinates yJ

p, see [6]. Further, let ym c ym be the subspace of all pairs 
(v, <J), such that f e Kn\m- On ym9 we introduce the coordinates yJ

p9 yp by y,(t>, £) = 
= yJ

p(0 and by 

(5) yp(v9 0 = x-(p(v)) = yp(v)9
 P; ql'' * = ' ' * * *' "** 

/ , K, ... = m + 1, . . . , n, 

where xP are the canonical coordinates on Rm. Obviously, v is completely determined 
by p(v) e Rm and by I (the coordinates of v e Rw are yp(v)9 yJ

p(£) yp(v)). 
Consider an w-dimensional submanifold S cz M. According to [6], we denote 

by Q\S) the restriction of H\M) over S and we set 

Q!0S) = {u e Ql(S); u'^S) e Kn\m9 x = n(u)}. 

Every ueQ^(S) carries TX(S) into an w-dimensional subspace u"\Tx(S)) of R", 
so that it plays a role of a frame for TX(S). If u e Ql(S)9 then u^F^S)) is transversal 
with respect to p : Rn -> Rm. Consequently, we obtain the natural coordinate 
functions Ap on Ql(S)Q T(S) defined by Ap(u9 v) = xp(p(u-x(v))). Let 

0 = (0d9 i9j... = l , . . . , r t 

be the restriction of the canonical form of H1(M) to Q*0S). By (4) and (5), we deduce 
the commutativity of the diagram 

§p 

R - — nQ1^)) 
X, s (6) ~ \ 

A* X Q\s) e ns) 
where As = I \ T(Q\S)). Hence the differential forms 0P : T(Ql(S)) -> R can be 
considered as a special kind of some "coordinate functions" for T(S) in the following 
sense. If v e TX(S)9 u e QX(S) and w e TJ^Q1^)) is a vector such that n*(w) = v, 
then it is 0p(w) = Ap(u9 v). In addition, if aJ

p : QX(S) -> R are the coordinate functions 
of the fundamental field of the first order of S9 then the coordinates of the vector 
u~\v) e R" are 0p(w)9 aJ

p(u) 0p(w). 
We shall now deduce the equations of the fundamental distribution on Ln x ym 

with respect to the coordinates yp9 yp. Though it is not complicated to use direct 
evaluations, we shall proceed in an indirect way. For the sake of simplicity, we shall 
assume that S is homotopically trivial. Take a vector field £ : S -> T(S) and denote 
by ap : Qr(S) -> R its coordinate functions, i.e. ap(u) = Ap(u9 C(n(u))). Consider a 
fundamental vector field Yon QH-S) cz Ql(S) and choose a vector field Z on Ql(S) 
such that Z is ^-related with ( and satisfies [Y, Z ] == 0. (Such a vector field can be 
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constructed easily be means of a trivialization of principal fibre bundle Ql(S).) 
According to (6), it holds ap = <9P(Z). To evaluate dap(Y) = Y0p(Z), we use, on 
the one hand, the well known formula for exterior derivative 

(7) d<9p(Y, Z) = y {Y0p(Z) - Z0p(Y) - <9P([Y, Z])} 

and, on the other hand, the structure equations of 0 

(8) d0i = 0jA0ji, 

where (0\ 0'j) is an admissible extension of 0, [4]. Using the relation 0J = aJ
p0

p, 
[6], we obtain 

(9) . • d0p ^ 0qA(0,P + aJ
q0'f). 

As Yis a vertical vector field, it is 0P(Y) = 0. Hence (7) is simplified to 

(10) d<9p(Y, Z) = y Y<9P(Z) 

and (9) implies 

(11) d<9"(Y, Z) = - 1 &\Z) 1&'/(Y) + aJ
q0'f(Y)l 

Comparing (10) and (11), we obtain finally 

(12) dap(Y) + aq0,p(Y) + aqaJ
q0jp(Y) = 0. 

In [6], we have deduced the equations of the fundamental distribution on L* c K^m 

in the form 

(13) dyJ
p - yyp - yypnl + y>i + K = 0, 

where n{ is the natural basis of the Maurer — Cartan forms of L\. Applying Lemma 
2 of [5] to (12), we prove 

Proposition 1. The equations of the fundamental distribution on L\ ^ ym are (13) and 

(14) dyp + yqnp
q + yqyJ

qn
p = 0. 

Remark 2. Our previous consideration gives a precise explanation 
of the "classical" manipulation with two "exchangeable symbols of differentiation 
d, 5, where S means the differentiation with respect to the secondary parameters" 
according to £. Cartan, see e.g. [11]. 

Assume now that M i s a homogeneous space with fundamental group G. Fix 
a point ce Mand denote by Hits stability group. Then G has a natural structure of 
a principal fibre bundle over M with structure group H and VK^(M) can be consid-
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ered as an associated fibre bundle of the symbol (M, VK.*,, CC*-D» H, G). Fix a local 
coordinate system x on M at c, so that VKm> C(M) is identified with ym. Let 

dco1 = — c)kcoJ A of 4- 4AC07 A OA, A, /I, ... = n + 1, •-., dim G, 

(15) 

dcoA = -yCX
pcoclAcop, a, j8, ... = 1, . . . ,dimG, 

be the corresponding structure equations. By means of the homomorphism of H 
into L\ investigated in [6], we find directly the equations of the fundamental distribu
tion on H x ym in the form 

(16) dyJ
p - {yJ

qcpX + yJyK
pC"KX - y$cJ

KX - cJ
pX) it" = 0, 

(17) d / + y«c>9Xnx + fyyjxn
x = 0, 

where nx is the restriction of a / to H. From the practical point of view it is remarkable 
that these equations can be deduced directly from (15) as follows. 

Consider an m-dimensional submanifold S c M, denote by Q(S) the restrition 
of principal fibre bundle G(M, H) over S and introduce Q(S) c Q(S) in the same 
way as in [6]. Then every u e QX(S) plays a role of a frame for TX(S), since it caries 
TX(S) into an m-dimensional subspace u~*(Tx(S)) of TC(M). If ue Q(S), then this 
subspace is transversal with respect to p : R" -> Rm, provided the local identification 
of M and R" determined by x is applied. Hence we can define some coordinate 
functions Ap on Q(S)® T(S) by Ap(u, v) = xp(p(u-1(iO)). We also have a mapping 
X : T(G) -> G © T(M), v -> (v(v), n*(v))9 where v : T(G) -> G and n : G -> M are the 
bundle projections. Let Xs = A | F(Q(S)) and let coa be the restriction of of to Q(S). 
According to (6) and [6], we obtain a commutative diagram 

cbp 

R • « — r ( f i ( s» 

(18) ^ \ 

Q(S)®T(S) 

Taking into account the relations a>J = aJ
pd)p, where aj, : Q(S) -• R are the coordinate 

functions of the fundamental field of the first order of S, we can deduce (17) analo
gously to (7) and (11), provided the structure equations (15) are used instead of (8). 

If we now consider the fibre bundle VKm(M) for an arbitrary difFerentiable manifold 
M, we obtain the equations of the fundamental distribution on Un x VK^ 0(R

W) 
immediately as the equations (21) of [6] together with (14). Analogously, if M is 
a homogeneous space, then VKm(M) should be considered as an associated fibre 
bundle of the symbol (M, VKmc(M), H, G) and the equations of the fundamental 
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distribution on H x VKmc(M) consist of the equations of the fundamental distribu
tion on H x KmtC(M), [6], and of (17). 

3. We shall present the definition of the infinitesimal geometric objects of submani-
folds in the most important case, i.e. for submanifolds of a homogeneous space 
(the case of a space with a fundamental Lie pseudogroup can be treated quite similarly 
to [3], [6]). 

Definition 1. An infinitesimal geometric nf-object \j/ on a homogeneous space M is 
an equivariant mapping of H-space VKmc(M) into another H-space W, ij/ : VKmc(M) -> 
-> W. Let i>2 be the induced mapping \j/2 : VKr

m(M)-+ (M, W, H, G), see [3]. IfS c M 
is an m-dimensional submanifold, then the restriction of \p2 to T(S) e VKm(M) will 
be called the value ofxj/ on S. Moreover, taking into account (18), we also introduce 
the auxiliary form of the value of ij/ on S as the mapping ij/s : T(Q(S)) -> W defined 

by ij/s(v) = M"""'1 (**(«>))» u~x(kr
K(u)S))> u = v(v)-

Let yp, . . . ,yp. ... Pr, yp be the local coordinates on VKm C(M) determined by x, 
let za be some local coordinates on W and let 

(19) za=f "(/„,•..,y'Pi Pr,y
p), 

be the coordinate expression of \//. (Since we have the equations of the fundamental 
distribution on H x VKm,c(M), the method of G. F. Laptev, see [10], p. 301 and 
Appendix to [6], can be used for local analytic constructions of such equivariant 
mappings.) 

Proposition 2. Let S be an m-dimesional submanifold of M, let aJ
p> . . . , aJ

Pi...pr : 
: Q(S) ~* R be the coordinate functions of the fundamental field of order r of S, let d>p 

be the restriction ofa>p to T(Q(S)) and let (19) be the coordinate expression of an infin
itesimal geometric mr-object \j/ on M. Then the coordinate expression of the auxiliary 
form \//s of the value of\j/onS is 

(20) z"=f°(aJ
p,...,a

J
pl Pr,6j'). 

Proof. This follows directly from (18) and from our results of [6]. 

Remark 3. Considering the space Rm(M) of all semi-holonomic contact /^-ele
ments on Af, [7], we introduce VRm(M) quite similarly to (2) and we define a semi-
holonomic infinitesimal geometric mr-object on M as an equivariant mapping \j/ 
of H-space VRmc(M) into another H-space W. The values of ij/ can be considered on 
m-dimensional manifolds with connection of type M, [7], or on non-holonomic 
m-dimensional distributions on M, [9]. 

Remark 4. As mentioned in the introduction, in the classical" differential geo
metry of submanifolds one meets infinitesimal invariants and relative invariants, 
he property "to b2 an invar iant" or "to be a relative invariant" is the following 
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general property of equivariant mappings. Let G be a Lie group and l e t / be an equi-
variant mapping of a G-space Finto R. If G acts on R by the identity representation, 
then / i s said to be an (absolute) invariant. If G acts on R by a homomorphism into 
the group R \ {0} of all homothetic transformations of R, then / will be called a 
relative invariant. Finally, if G acts on R by a homomorphism into the subgroup 
R+ <= R \ {0}, then/will be said to be an oriented relative invariant. Let y be some 
local coordinates on F, let 

(21) dyA + ni( >B) of = o 

be the equations of the fundamental distribution on G x F and let / (y ) be the 
coordinate formula f o r / : F - » R . Taking account of Appendix of [6], we shall 
denote by d / the expression 

(22) df=-(dfflyA)ni(y')<o: 

One sees directly tha t / i s an invariant if and only if 

(23) d / = 0 , 

while/is a relative invariant or an oriented relative invariant if and only if 

(24) d / + /(» = 0, 

where a> is a linear combination of of with constant coefficients. Combining this 
general remark with the results of § 2 and with Proposition 2, one can treat the 
infinitesimal invariants and relative invariants of submanifolds. 

Remark 5. A practical inconvenience by the standard use of the so-called Cartan's 
methods consists in the fact that one cannot decide by (24) whether the relative 
invariant / is oriented or not. An essential difference between both cases is that an 
oriented relative invariant/determines three invariant subspaces/" 1(R+) , /" 1(R~), 
/ - 1 ( 0 ) of F, while in the non-oriented case only two invariant subspaces / _ 1 ( 0 ) 
a n d / - 1 ( R \ {0}) are determined b y / 

Example 1. To illustrate Definition 1 and Proposition 2, we shall discuss a classical 
example. To simplify our evaluations, we shall apply a specialization of frames, see 
also Remark 6. Consider a surface S of the 3-dimensional affine space A3 and fix 
an affine coordinate system on A3. Let H be the stability group of the point 
c = (0, 0, 0) and let 

(o\colj, / ,J , . . . = 1, 2, 3, 

be the natural basis of the Maurer—Cartan forms of the fundamental group of A3. 
Let ^S be the fundamental field of the first order of S, let ct be the subspace x3 = 0 
of TC(A3) considered as an element of K\fC(A3) and let Qt(S) be the reduction of 
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Q(S) determined by the pair (k15, ct), [8]. In particular, the differential equations 
of the structure group Hx e H of Qi(S) are 

(25) co\ = 0 , ^ - 0 , p,a,... = l ,2 . 

Let a>\ co) be the restrictions of co\ co) to Q{(S); then it holds 

(26) co3 = 0. 

Introduce p : VKlc(-43)-> K^C(A3), (u, 0 -> p2(£), and set N = p_ 1(c i) . On 
VK2>C(A3) we have the coordinates yp = }>p, j 3

9 = j p g , j ; p and N is characterized 
by j ; p = 0. Applying the previous method, we find the equations of the fundamental 
distribution on Ht x N in the form 

dyn - yn(27rj - TT3) - 2ji27r2 = 0. 

(27) dy12 - y12(n\ + n2
2 - n3

3) - yxln\ - y22n\ = 0, 

dy22 - y22(27T2 ~ *l) ~ 2>\lA = 0, 

dy1 + / * } + y2n\ = 0, 
( 2 8 ) dy2 + y'n\ + y2n2

2 = 0, 

where the 7r's are the restrictions of the corresponding co's to Hi. (In practice, one 
can deduce (28) by the following evaluation, in which the "classical" notation ment
ioned in Remark 2 is used as a kind of shorthand. On Qi(S), the structure equations 
of A3 give 

d c o 1 = CO1 A cl>i + CO2 A C02 , 

dco2 = co1 A coi + co2 A cb2. 

Analogously to (7) and (11) one obtains, 

( S(co\d)) = -ool(d) n\ - co2(d) n\, 
( } d(o2(d)) = -^(d) n\ - co2(d) 7r2. 

By Lemma 2 of [5], (29) implies (28).) Using (27) and (28), we deduce that the mapping 

f=yii(y1)2 + 2 ^ 1 2 ^ V + j 2 2 (y 2 ) 2 

satisfies df + fn\ = 0. Hence f is a relative invariant. Further, let apq : Qi(S)-> R 
be the coordinate functions of the fundamental field of the second order of 5 . By 
Proposition 2, the restriction to Qt(S) of the auxiliary form of the value of/ 
on S is 

a11(a>1)2 + 2ai2c51co2 + a22(cb2)2, 

which is the well known asymptotic form of S. 

Remark 6. In Example 1, we have constructed an equivariant mapping / of the 
Ht-space N; though Definition 1 requires an equivariant mapping of the H-space 
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VK2,c(-43)- Butfcan be naturally extended to such a mapping as follows. In general, 
consider a homogeneous space A with fundamental group H and denote by Hx the 
stability group of a point p e A. Let Ax be another H-space and let rj : At -+ A be 
an equivariant surjection. Set A0 = f]~1(p), which is an Hrspace. Consider another 
H!-space A0 and an Hx-equivariant mapping q> : A0 -*A0. Since H has a natural 
structure of a principal fibre bundle H(A9 Hx) over A with structure group Hl9 we 
can construct an associated fibre bundle At — AX(A9 A09 Hl9 H). Every element 
of A! being an equivalence class {(h, y)} with respect to the equivalence relation 
(h,y) ~ (hh~1

9hly)9hl e HX , we first introduce a left action of Hon Ax by h{(h, y)} = 
= {(hh, y)}9 he H. This definition is correct, since h{(hhl9 h~ ly)} = {(fthht9 h~ly)} = 
= {(hh, y)}. Then we define an H-equivariant mapping cp : Ax-+ At by <p(hy) = 
= hcp(y)9 he H9 y e A0. Even this is a correct definition, since hy = hy9 y9 y e A0, 
implies h-1h e Hi9 so that cp(hy) = h(p(y) = hh~lhcp(y) = h<p(y). The H-equivariant 
mapping cp : Ax -• Ax is the above-mentioned natural extension of an Ht-equivariant 
mapping q> : A0-+ A0. 
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